Physical Therapy Rehabilitation after Traumatic Brain Injury
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Abstract

Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) is an important public health problem and leading cause of injury death and disability in worldwide 
[1,2]. Although rates of TBI deaths decreased in the last years, that are attributable to preventive measures and better overall treatment, the TBI incidence increased, increasing also the numbers of survivors with sequel [1]. These patients can experience long-term physical, cognitive, behavioral, and emotional consequences [2] due an extremely varied spectrum of possible lesions, resulting in many potential disabilities [3]. Furthermore, each person has a different set of premorbid abilities and a different psychosocial situation [3] that leads to a high degree of heterogeneity in the manifestation of clinical symptoms and makes the treatment of the accident victims particularly challenging. Because of this, the physiotherapist plays a central role in leading, coordinating and providing a continuum of care and services over the course of the patient's recovery. However, there are no major differences between the various methods of treatment and all of them improve the patients' functional status. Furthermore, evidence suggests that community integration should be the primary goal of rehabilitation for people after a TBI. However, very little is known about how variations on the individual characteristics (family support, education, quality and availability of community services, financial condition) may also influence the community integration.
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Introduction

Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) is an important public health problem and leading cause of injury death and disability in worldwide 
[1,2]. Although rates of TBI deaths decreased in the last years, that are attributable to preventive measures and better overall treatment, the TBI incidence increased, increasing also the numbers of survivors with sequel [1]. These patients can experience long-term physical, cognitive, behavioral, and emotional consequences [2] due an extremely varied spectrum of possible lesions, resulting in many potential disabilities [3]. Furthermore, each person has a different set of premorbid abilities and a different psychosocial situation [3] that leads to a high degree of heterogeneity in the manifestation of clinical symptoms and makes the treatment of the accident victims particularly challenging [4]. Because of this, the rehabilitation process needs to be carefully planned and the goals need to be holistic, long term and individualized to each survivor and his or her family [3].

The TBI can cause long-term physical disability and the neurological impairments such as motor function (coordination, balance, walking, hand function, speech) and sensory loss are important sequels that affect the quality of life [3]. The physical therapy rehabilitation needs to identify these impairments and help the person to achieve the maximum degree of return to their previous level of functioning [3]. Thus, the physiotherapist plays a central role in leading, coordinating and providing a continuum of care and services over the course of the patient's recovery [5] and the early involvement of then as part of the acute managing is fundamental [6].

Physical Rehabilitation

The neurological consequences of TBI are numerous and complex, requiring extensive and specific rehabilitation of the affected person [7]. There is strong evidence that early and intensive rehabilitation has many positive effects on patients with TBI, as a result of the plasticity of the brain and other mechanisms [7]. In this acute phase the physiotherapist more commonly focuses on respiratory care, passive range of motion treatment, and reduction of spasticity [8]. On the other hand, in the later phases, the treatment more frequently consists of functional training and training of compensator strategies, among other approaches [8].

Many different methods of assessment, treatment, and evaluation of the outcome of rehabilitation have been suggested for use by physiotherapists working with patients with TBI [7]. However, there are no major differences between the various methods of treatment and all of them improve the patients’ functional status [7]. It is possible, maybe because the variety of symptoms consequences of TBI can lead to various specific treatments for each case and thus, making difficult to create a most optimal therapeutic method. Furthermore, relatively few research studies have been published in the area of TBI, once that is high the heterogeneity of the symptoms, which would also explain the paucity of high quality randomized controlled studies [9].

On the rehabilitation process, first the physiotherapist needs to identify the physical impairments, which may be directly related to the brain injury or secondary to concomitant orthopedic or spinal cord injury [5]. It is necessary to assess the injury severity and elaborate an initial functional prognostication based on acute injury variables [5]. The purpose was to get an idea about the patient’s needs and capacity for progress in the rehabilitation [7]. Finally, the professional coordinate the rehabilitation therapy, considering the results of the assessment. For this, some specific physiotherapeutic methods showed positive effects on patients with TBI and can be recommended, such as mobilization, sensory stimulation, fitness or aerobic training, respiratory therapy, contracture prophylaxis and functional training (sit-to-stand, gait and arm ability training) [4,9]. These different methods for treatment are chosen for many different reasons by the physiotherapists, but the most important is to choose based on the patient’s problems. Furthermore, also it is necessary to repeat the same assessments or tests as were performed before, during and after the rehabilitation and reassess whether the goals of the start of treatment were achieved [7].
Community Rehabilitation

The goals expressed by these patients frequently are the wish to get well again and to be able to take care of oneself [7]. After TBI, return of function is not restricted to physical reintegration but also includes reintegration in the social, emotional, community and vocational domains [5]. Evidence suggests that community integration should be the primary goal of rehabilitation for people after a TBI [10]. However, helping a person to return to maximum independence and participation in the community is an extremely difficult task and requires the dedicated involvement of the patient, treatment team and family [3,5]. The family support, the education, the quality and availability of community services, the financial condition and other variables interfere on this process and may limit access of the patients [3]. However, we know very little about how variations on these characteristics may also influence the community integration [10]. Driving retraining and virtual reality training could be important resources in this process [3], but more research is needed to inform best practice guidelines to meet the needs of this growing TBI population [10].

Conclusion

TBI is a heterogeneous condition in terms of etiology, severity, and outcome [11]. Despite a progressive and significant reduction in mortality and increase in the incidence, there isn’t a most optimal therapeutic method for this condition. There are a few randomized controlled studies that deliver proof of efficacy for specific methods but, in most cases, they do not prove superiority in comparison with other methods so that further research is imperative. Furthermore, enhancing integration of subjects after TBI into their community of choice, with particular emphasis on social integration and quality of life, should be an important rehabilitation goal. However, few studies investigated this process for this population.
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